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Abstract—Terahertz (THz)-band communication is a key tech-
nology to achieve ultra-high-data-rate wireless links in beyond-5G
wireless networks. A main challenge with this frequency band
is that the wireless links can be easily disconnected because of
beam misalignment in mobile environments. This paper focuses
on beam control in THz-band wireless Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) networks, where perfect beam alignment is hard to achieve
in the presence of multi-scale mobility uncertainties of the flying
UAVs. We propose a learning-based stochastic beam control
scheme called LeTera to reduce the outage probability of the THz-
band wireless links based on Echo State Networks (ESN). The
scheme dynamically predicts through echo state learning the best
beam width based on statistical information of the UAV mobility
pattern. The scheme is evaluated using mobility traces collected
through a series of UAV flight field experiments in different
weather. Results show that LeTera can predict the optimal beam
width with 99% accuracy and nearly optimal link capacity can
be achieved in the presence of beam alignment latency.

Index Terms—THz-band Communications, Beam Control,
Wireless UAV Networks, Echo State Learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper investigates the challenges towards achieving

high-data-rate wireless UAV networking in the THz-band

(from 0.1 THz to 10 THz). THz-band UAV networks have

been envisioned as a key technology to enable a wide set

of new applications, including distributed beamforming with

collaborative drones [1], distributed aerial edge computing [2],

high-throughput and secure tactical wireless networking in

contested environments [3], wireless backhauling for cellular

networks with mobile hotspots [4]–[6], among others. How-

ever, radio in-air signal propagation in this frequency band

suffers from significantly high path loss (0.6− 1000 dB/km)

due to the absorption by water vapor and oxygen. To overcome

this problem, directional transmissions with narrow beams

have been used to achieve extended communication distance

[7]. The resulting THz-band wireless links can be easily

disconnected by the misalignment between the communicating

nodes particularly when they are both mobile as in wireless

UAV networks.

To address this challenge, beam alignment in high frequency

range has attracted significant research efforts in existing

literature [8]–[18]. For example, in [8] Ke et. al propose

a fast beam tracking scheme based on an efficient position

prediction of multiple moving UAVs. Similarly, BeamSpy [9]

and Agile-Link [10] predict the best mmWave beam alignment

without scanning the space thereby reducing the overhead

and delay. In [11], the authors Hashemi et. al design an

optimal algorithm to reduce the overhead of beam alignment in

mmWave systems. Kovalchukov et. al [18] analyze the effects

of directionality and random heights on UAV-based mmWave

communications. In [17], Petrov et. al investigate the behavior

of THz band wireless links in the presence of small scale

mobility of the user. Please refer to [13]–[16] and references

therein for an excellent survey of the main results in this field.
The above discussed beam alignment schemes aim at iden-

tifying the transmit and receive beams that can result in the

highest signal strength, and have not explicitly considered the

mobility uncertainties of the flying UAVs. In UAV networks, in

addition to the large-scale maneuver, the UAVs also experience

small-scale mobility because of the random wind effects and

micro-scale mobility caused by the UAV engine operation and

propeller rotation. The beam search latency with commercial

60 GHz mmWave routers [19] is at the level of tens of

milliseconds, which is comparable with the time scale of the

small scale mobility according to the field measurements in our

prior research [20]. The situation will get even worse when it

goes to the THz band with order of magnitude larger beam

search space. As a result, the THz-band wireless links between

flying UAVs can be frequently disconnected in the presence

of large beam alignment latency.
Contributions. In this paper, we design new beam control

approaches for wireless UAV communications in the THz

frequency band to reduce the link outage probability in the

presence of beam alignment latency. We claim the following

three main contributions.

• We propose a stochastic beam control scheme called

LeTera, which predicts through echo state learning the

optimal beam width by jointly considering the distance

between the transmit and receive UAVs and the statistical

information of their mobility uncertainties.

• We conduct a new set of field experiments to measure

the micro-, small- and large-scale mobility uncertainties

of flying UAVs. Different weather (normal day and windy

day) has been considered in the measurements.

• Based on the measured UAV flight traces, we evaluate

the performance of the proposed beam control scheme

through an extensive simulation campaign. Results show

that LeTera can predict the optimal beam width with 99%

accuracy and the outage probability of the THz-band link

can be significantly reduced in mobile environments.
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Fig. 1: Cone antenna model for THz signal propagation in the
presence of misalignment between transmit and receive antennas.

All the data and code generated through the experiments have

been released via GitHub [21].

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider THz-band wireless communications between two

flying UAVs, Tx and Rx. The transmission time is divided into

a set T of time slots. Define codt
tx = (xt

tx, yttx, zttx) as the

coordinate vector of UAV Tx in time slot t ∈ T , with xt
tx, yttx

and zttx being the x-, y- and z-axis components, respectively.

Similarly, define codt
rx = (xt

rx, ytrx, ztrx) as the coordinate

vector of UAV Rx. Let ηtz denote the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) of the THz-band link, then the link capacity Ctz can

be written as

Ctz = Btz log2(1 + ηtz), (1)

where Btz is the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. To derive

the mathematical expression of ηtz in (1), we first describe the

antenna and channel models.

Antenna Model. We consider as in [22] a cone antenna

model for the UAVs. Denote θ as the directivity angle of the

transmit antenna, then the radius of the transmit wavefront,

denoted as rtx, can be written as

rtx = tan

(
θ

2
× π

180

)
d(codt

rx, cod
t
tx), (2)

where d(codt
rx, cod

t
tx) is the propagation distance defined as

d(codt
rx, cod

t
tx)

=
√
(xt

rx − xt
tx)

2 + (ytrx − yttx)
2 + (ztrx − zttx)

2. (3)

The area of the transmit wavefront, denoted as Atx, can then

be given as

Atx = πr2tx, (4)

with rtx being the radius of the transmit wavefront in (2).

Without loss of generality, as illustrated in Fig. 1, consider

UAV Tx’s location as the origin, i.e., codt
tx = (0, 0, 0).

Then the propagation distance d(codt
rx, cod

t
tx) in (3) can be

redefined as d(codt
rx) � d(codt

rx, (0, 0, 0)). The effective

receiving area of UAV Rx’s antenna depends on the time-

varying relative locations as well as the rotation and inclination

angles of the two UAVs. Let α and β denote the relative roll

and pitch angles of UAV Rx’s antenna with respect to y- and

z-axis, respectively. Then the receiving area Arx can be written

as

Arx = πrminrmax (5)

where rmin = rrx cosβ and rmax = rrx cosα are the minor

and major axes of the elliptical projection of receive antenna

surface onto the y-z plane. Since in each time slot t ∈ T
UAV Rx’s antenna may or may not overlap completely UAV

Tx’s wavefront, let Aovlp
rx = Atx ∩Arx represent the effective

receiving area of UAV Rx’s antenna, with Atx and Arx defined

in (4) and (5), respectively.

Channel Model. Let ftz and Btz denote the central fre-

quency and bandwidth of the signal, respectively. For f ∈
[ftz − Btz

2 ftz + Btz

2 ], let Stx(f) represent the single-

sided power spectral density (p.s.d). Then the power of the

transmitted signal at the receive antenna, denoted as Ptx, can

be given as

Ptx = λ(codt
rx)

∫ ftz+
Btz
2

ftz−Btz
2

Stx(f)df, (6)

where λ(codt
rx) = 1

Atx
is the spreading attenuation coeffi-

cient with propagation distance d(codt
rx), with Atx being the

transmit wavefront area defined in (4).

The THz-band frequency response of the wireless channel,

denoted as Htz(f, d(cod
t
rx)) at frequency f and propagation

distance d(codt
rx), can be given as

Htz(f, d(cod
t
rx)) =

∣∣∣∣ c

4πd(codt
rx)

∫ ftz+
Btz
2

ftz−Btz
2

e−
μ(f)d(codt

rx)

2

f

∣∣∣∣2df,
(7)

where c is the speed of light and μ(f) is the molecular

absorption coefficient for THz signal of frequency f . Then the

received power at UAV Rx, denoted as Prx, can be expressed

as [23]

Prx = Aovlp
rx PtxHtz(f, d(cod

t
rx))|Hrx(f)|2, (8)

where Ptx and Htz(f, d(cod
t
rx)) are defined in (6) and (7),

respectively; Hrx(f) denotes the frequency response of the

receive antenna and is considered to be an ideal low-pass filter

with bandwidth Btz.

Finally, the molecular absorption noise is correlated to the

transmitted signal, i.e., there is only background noise unless

the molecules are irradiated. Moreover, different molecules

resonate at different frequencies and their resonance is not

confined to a single frequency but spreads over a narrow band.

As a result, the power spectral density (p.s.d.) of the noise

has several peaks in frequency. The total receiver noise at

propagating distance d(codt
rx), denoted as Nrx, can then be

given as [24]

Nrx =

∫ ftz+
Btz
2

ftz−Btz
2

(Sback(f) + Sself)|Hrx|2df, (9)

where Sback(f) is the background atmospheric noise p.s.d,

Sself is self-induced noise p.s.d, and Hrx is the receive antenna
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Fig. 2: LeTera: A Learning-based Stochastic Beam Control Scheme.

frequency response. Then, the SNR of the THz link, i.e., ηtz
in (1), can be given as ηtz = Prx

Nrx
, with Prx and Nrx defined

in (8) and (9), respectively.

III. BEAM CONTROL ALGORITHM

The objective of beam control is to maximize the THz link

capacity Ctz in (1) by determining the optimal directivity angle

θ in each time slot t ∈ T . As discussed in Section II, the

directivity angle θ is one of the key factors that affect the link

capacity. On one hand, larger angle results in larger transmit

wavefront area Atx and hence lower power density Stx(f)
and lower received SNR ηtz. On the other hand, smaller angle

leads to smaller effective receiving area Aovlp
rx and hence will

cause more frequent misalignment between the transmit and

receive antennas.

The main challenge is to determine the optimal directivity

angle in each time slot in the presence of small- and large-scale

mobility uncertainties of both the Tx and Rx UAVs [20]. To

address this challenge, in this paper we propose a learning-

based stochastic beam control scheme called LeTera, which

determines the optimal angle through echo state learning based

on the statistical UAV mobility information. Compared to tra-

ditional neural networks, which are computationally expensive,

it is incredibly simple to train ESNs, while they are still able

to model the complex time-varying behaviors of dynamical

systems. The diagram of LeTera is illustrated in Fig. 2, which

consists of three modules: Input, Reservoir and Output.
Input Design. The input of the LeTera ESN comprises

of the mobility information of UAV Tx and UAV Rx. This

information includes the propagation distance, the average and

variance of the location displacement of UAVs Tx and Rx, the

average and variance of their roll, pitch and yaw angles. Since

the statistical information of the UAVs’ mobility changes only

slowly with time and hence no frequent feedback is needed,

the communication overhead of LeTera can be significantly

reduced.

The location displacement of UAV Tx and UAV Rx at

time slot t + 1 with respect to time slot t can be expressed

respectively as

lt+1
tx =

√
(xt+1

tx − xt
tx)

2 + (yt+1
tx − yttx)

2 + (zt+1
tx − zttx)

2, (10)

lt+1
rx =

√
(xt+1

rx − xt
rx)

2 + (yt+1
rx − ytrx)

2 + (zt+1
rx − ztrx)

2. (11)

Then, the average location displacement, denoted respectively

as l̄tx and l̄rx for UAVs Tx and Rx, can be given as

l̄tx =
1

T
∑
t∈T

lt+1
tx , (12)

l̄rx =
1

T
∑
t∈T

lt+1
rx . (13)

The corresponding variance of the location displacement,

denoted as σ2
ltx

and σ2
lrx

, can be written as

σ2
ltx =

1

T
∑
t∈T

(lt+1
tx − l̄tx)

2, (14)

σ2
lrx =

1

T
∑
t∈T

(lt+1
rx − l̄rx)

2. (15)

Similarly, let (αt
tx, βt

tx, γt
tx) and (αt

rx, βt
rx, γt

rx) denote the

roll, pitch and yaw angles of UAV Rx at time slot t, and

(αt+1
tx , βt+1

tx , γt+1
tx ) and (αt+1

rx , βt+1
rx , γt+1

rx ) denote the angles

at time slot t + 1. Then the average (denoted respectively as

ātx and ārx for UAVs Tx and Rx) and variance (denoted as

σ2
atx

and σ2
arx

) of the angular displacement can be calculated

similar to (12)-(15). It is worth pointing out that we consider

the average and variance of the overall angular displacement

instead of the individual angular components as the input to

the ESN, because we want to keep the input dimension of the

ESN to a minimum while without degrading the prediction

accuracy of the ESN.
Finally, the input to the LeTera ESN at time t, represented

as inpt
tx, can be defined as

inpt
tx=(d(codt

rx), l̄tx, l̄rx, σ
2
ltx , σ

2
lrx , ātx, ārx, σ

2
atx

, σ2
arx

, θttgt),
(16)

where θttgt is the target directivity angle in time slot t and is

needed only for training the LeTera ESN. In this work, θttgt is

obtained based on grid search in the training phase.
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Fig. 3: (a) Link capacity with different beam directivity angles; (b) Link SNR with different beam alignment latency (BAL).

Reservoir Design. In echo state learning a reservoir acts

as a nonlinear high-dimensional expansion and a memory of

input inpt
tx [25]. The reservoir provides a rich and relevant

enough signal space resttx ∈ R
Nres with Nres being the

dimension of the reservoir units (the small circles in Reservoir

resttx in Fig. 2), in which the desired output θttgt can be rep-

resented by linear combination of inpt
tx and resttx. Let Ninp

and Nout denote the dimension of the input and output units,

respectively. Given the training input signal inpt ∈ R
Ninp and

the target output signal θttgt ∈ R
Nout , the objective of LeTera

in the training phase is to learn a model with output θt that

minimizes the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between θt and

θttgt, defined as

E(θt, θttgt) =
1

Nout

Nout∑
i=1

√√√√ 1

|T |

|T |∑
t=1

(θt − θttgt)
2, (17)

where | · | represents the cardinality of a set.

For the signal space resttx, LeTera uses a Recurrent

Neural Network (RNN) with leaky-integrated discrete-time

continuous-value units. Let Win ∈ R
Nres×(1+Ninp) and W ∈

R
Nres×Nres denote the input and reservoir weight matrices,

respectively. Further let δ ∈ (0, 1] denote the leaking rate.

Then, in LeTera the signal space resttx can be updated as

r̃es
t
tx = tanh(Win[1; inp

t
tx] +Wrest−1

tx ), (18)

resttx = (1− δ) rest−1
tx + δ r̃es

t
tx (19)

where tanh(·) is the transfer function, and [·; ·] stands for

matrix concatenation operation. Then the output θt can be

given as

θt = Wout[1; inp
t
tx; res

t
tx], (20)

where Wout ∈ R
Nout×(1+Ninp+Nres) is the output weight

matrix of the LeTera ESN.

Output Design. The output of LeTera is the predicted

optimal directivity angle θ for UAV Tx in each time slot t ∈ T ,

denoted as θt.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of LeTera based on mobility

traces collected through a series of field experiments. In the

experiments an Intel Aero Ready-to-Fly (RtF) drone is used to

carry an Android smartphone with inbuilt linear acceleration

and gyroscope sensors. Two sets of experiments are conducted

in outdoor environments with different weather: normal day
and windy day. Sensor Kinetics Pro App is used to record the

measured mobility data, including the angular velocity of the

orientation and rotation of UAV, and the acceleration of the

UAV movement excluding the effect of gravity of Earth. A

set of 10 traces have been recorded, with each trace lasting

10 seconds. Based on the measured UAV mobility traces, we

evaluate the performance of LeTera in terms of prediction

accuracy and link capacity. The center frequency of the THz

link is set to ftz = 300 GHz and the bandwidth is set to Btz

= 10 GHz. Each run of the simulation lasts T = 1000 time

slots, with time slot duration of 5 ms. The data set and source

code have been released via GitHub [21].

Effects of Beam Control. In this experiment we first study

the effects of directivity angle on the THz-band link capacity.

Two mobility traces are considered in windy and non-windy

weather, respectively. The directivity angle is varied from 1

to 75 degrees with step of 1 degree. For each angle, the link

capacity is averaged over all the time slots for each mobility

trace. The results are reported in Fig. 3(a). It can be seen

that when UAVs are flying in non-windy environments, the

maximum THz link capacity (around 2 Gbps) is achieved

with directivity angle of 4◦. Differently, when they are flying

in windy weather the maximum capacity (around 1 Gbps)
is achieved with directivity angle of 10◦. This is because

in windy environments the UAVs experience more frequent

small-scale fluctuations, and larger directivity angles can lead

to lower link outage probability. This verifies the importance

of dynamically adapting the directivity angle to the UAV’s

mobility uncertainties.

We further investigate the effects of directivity angles on

the SNR of the THz-band link with different beam alignment

latency (BAL). The mobility trace in windy weather is con-

sidered as an example. We consider BAL of 1 and 100 time

slots (corresponding to 5 ms and 500 ms, respectively) and

calculate the SNR of the THz link with directivity angles of

1, 2, 5 and 10 degrees. The results are given in Fig. 3(b).

With BAL of 1 time slot, the highest SNR (on average 6.5 dB)
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Fig. 4: Prediction accuracy of LeTera in (a) windy and (b) non-windy environments.
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Fig. 5: Link capacity with different directivity angles in (a) windy and (b) non-windy environments.

is achieved with directivity angle of 1◦. This is because the

THz link can recover from the misalignment almost in real

time, and hence higher SNR can be achieved by transmitting

with smaller directivity angle to concentrate better the signal

energy. However, with BAL of 100 time slots (i.e., 500 ms),
we can see that the THz-band link is disconnected frequently

(with probability of 39%-87%), because of the misalignment

caused by the large- and small-scale mobility of the UAVs in

windy weather.

Prediction Accuracy. In the following experiments we will

test the effectiveness of the proposed LeTera scheme in terms

of prediction accuracy and the achievable link capacity. In

order to show the accuracy of the designed LeTera algorithm,

we train and test the ESN model with input data (as defined

in (16)) collected in 1000 time slots. The first 90% of the

input data is used for training and the remaining is used

for testing. As discussed in Section III, we first determine

the optimal directivity angle with the highest link capacity,

through exhaustive grid search over different directivity angles.

The resulting optimal angles are used as the target output θttgt
for minimizing the RMSE in (17). The prediction accuracy

of the ESN is defined as 1 − |θt − θttgt|/θttgt, where θt is

the predicted beam angle. The results are shown in Figs. 4(a)

and (b) for UAVs flying in non-windy and windy weather,

respectively. We can see that LeTera is able to predict the

optimal directivity angle with very high accuracy. For example,

in Fig. 4(a) an accuracy of 99% can be achieved in windy

environments.

Link Capacity Results. In Fig. 5 we plot the link capacity

achieved by LeTera and two benchmark schemes with fixed

directivity angles of 5◦ and 20◦. Beam alignment latency is

set to 100 time slots for all the three schemes. We can see

that a significant gain in terms of average link capacity can be

achieved by LeTera. For example, in windy weather (Fig. 5(a))

an average link capacity of 1.574 Gbps can be achieved by

LeTera, compared to 0.794 Gbps and 0.204 Gbps for the

benchmark schemes. Particularly, from 50 to 80 time slots the

link is completely disconnected with directivity angle of 5◦,

while LeTera can still achieve a link capacity close to 2 Gbps.

In Fig. 6 we plot the THz link capacity achieved by LeTera
with beam alignment latency of 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50 time

slots. The case with latency of 1 time slot is considered as

the optimal beam alignment scheme. From Fig. 6(a), where

the UAVs fly in the windy environments, it can be seen

that nearly optimal (over 99%) link capacity can be achieved

with beam alignment latency of 5 and 10 time slots (25 ms
and 50 ms, respectively). Similarly, in non-windy weather

(Fig. 6(b)), over 99% and 97% of the optimal link capacity

can be achieved when the beam alignment latency is 10 and

25 time slots, respectively. This verifies the effectiveness of

LeTera in improving the robustness of the THz-band wireless

links in the presence of beam alignment latency.
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Fig. 6: Link capacity with different beam alignment latency in (a) windy and (b) non-windy environments.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the problem of adaptive beam

control for wireless UAV communications in the THz bands.

We proposed a stochastic beam control scheme called LeTera,

which can predict through echo state learning the optimal

beam directivity angle based on second-order moment of the

mobility pattern of the UAVs. We evaluated the effectiveness

of LeTera through an extensive simulation campaign. Results

indicate that LeTera can predict the optimal beam directivity

angle with very high accuracy (over 99%), and can achieve

nearly optimal link capacity with beam alignment latency of

up to 50 ms. The dataset of UAV flight traces and source code

have released to the community via GitHub for repeating the

experiments.
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